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                                        Lovely teacher 

                                                                                By-Saidutta Biswal 

                                                                                 Std-VI-E 

My teacher is very sweet 

With me she has a tweet 

She's particular with all girls and boys 

But in our class she doesn't allow toys 

She tell us to try and try 

She never let's us cry 

She's the barrier to our enemies 

And the enemy to our laziness  

 

She never leaves us alone  

She has a sharp watch on us like a drone 

When we are with her 

We are always in the safe zone 

She's just an avatar of goddess  

Don't dare think her to be less 



Because she's the one with the perfect guess 

 

All she comes with a beautiful dress 

Never makes herself a mess 

All she wears are heels 

And earrings as Round as wheels 

She sees the changing colours of the sky 

She adds pleasure to our joy.... 

 
 
 

Undiscovered Chilika 

                                                                                By-Saidutta Biswal 

                                                                                 Std-VI-E 

Under the scorching heat 

All we meet 

All are set  

Along with fishing nets 

Climb up to the mighty boat 

And let's begin to float 

Slowly we move to the bay 

And see the turtles lay 

We all felt so gay 

The Navik asked for his pay 



All we said you have to stay 

To get your pay 

The dolphins came to sight  

To our extreme right 

Unanticipated some tiny ones  from the other boat waved us hi 

We happily said them bye 

As the motor went into the deep ends of the lake 

Our mind went to the guilty thoughts of the fish 

What if they are squished?? 

I felt guilty and started to weep 

But then I had a glee when the Navik said the motor was not so deep 

My soul rested 

But those fishes were really blessed 

We then saw the clear water of the lake 

And there a saw a jovial family of drakes 

Slowly we entered the sea 

I was on my knees 

That beautiful suntset  

Made me feel the real nature 

We saw the dolphins  

But only their tiny fins 

Such a precious moment  

It was the gifted blissue 

How could someone miss??? 



Such a memorable experience  

No one could ever forget 

This took place on the Chilika gate 

It's never too late 

You can still go with your mate 

God knows whether it's in your fate 

 
 

 

Being together! 

                                           By:Prajjwal Sutar 

                                                            Std– V-A,Admn.No – 5998 

 

 

Once upon a time there were twins named Jimmy and Peter. One day they went to a sea 

beach. These two were very naughty and did not listen to their parents and did whatever they 

liked. Jimmy and Peter made a big castle which was  built in sand. They made it so compact 

that if they sat on it that did not collapse. It really was enormous one! It was of a kind that 

other uncles and their respective parents supported in building the castle by getting together 

and sparing supportive hands. Kevin, Richard, Harry, John, Sarah, Mary, Lucy and Fiona are 

Jimmy and Peter’s cousin brothers and sisters. They all also helped them to dig the sand of 

the beach to pull out sufficient sand for making the castle. The castle grew and the moat 

around it became wider and wider and deeper and deeper. All cousin brothers and sisters 



stopped for a rest after feeling tired. So they cut steps to go up to the top of the castle which 

looked magnificent indeed! The children were sorry when tea time came and they had to go 

for a break. They all had to be hurry to go home and so left the big castle. Jimmy and Peter 

ran out to the sea beach for looking at the castle. Then Jimmy and Peter decided to sit on the 

top of the castle. They two sat on the top and saw the waves. Then they decided to swim in 

the water. Then all brothers and sisters went to swim in the water. The parents told them to 

come out of the water, but they all requested them to give some time for swimming . After 

sometime, they went home to have their breakfast and again hurried to the sea beach. After 

coming back, they all saw that some other children were sitting on the top of the castle. 

Jimmy and Peter got angry and scolded them because they were trying to sit on the castle 

which Jimmy and Peter along with their brother and sisters made with hard labour. 

Suddenly, they stopped the other children which they all realised. All the children decided to 

become friends. Then all of them started enjoying.  

Moral : Good things can be created with supportive hands of all friends working 

for a common cause. 

 

                    

 

 

 



 

                                THE CHOCOLATE CAKES 

                                             (Parody of The Daffodils) 

                                                                                        Adyasha Syam 

                                                                              Std- VII-H,Admn.No-3731 

 

I wandered hungry as a cat 

That hadn’t tasted fish for days 

And then I saw a bunch of fat 

Chocolate cakes the colour of maize 

Beside sponge cakes and candy stars 

Gleaming like big fat chocolate bars 

 

Expensive as the gold that shines 

And twinkles in a jeweller’s shop 

The digits went on for five lines 

The big price made my hunger drop 

Seven digits saw I at a glance 

Flashing at me in mocking dance 

The candy stars beside them gleamed 



But could not match the tempting cakes 

That at first seemed so nice and good  

Until the price gave you heartaches  

I gazed and drooled but little thought 

What wisdom the sight to me had brought 

For oft when an urge seizes me 

Of expensive looking sweets and treats 

The price of those cakes in my mind I see 

That silly urge this vision defeats 

My heart then fills with sympathy 

And longing for a cheap toffee 

 

               Importance of Physical exercise:  

                                                             Prachi Padhi  

                                                            Std-V-I, Admn.No-7245 

 

Doing exercise is very important for our proper health and fitness. Physical exercises are 

required in each and every part of our life. 

 

The youths of our society today eat a lot of junk food and look old before time.  Their poor 

health is also one of the social problems. People without good health cannot live happily and 

also cannot contribute to the growth of our nation. Therefore to overcome all these problems 



not only youth of the society but everyone should do exercises in order to stay fit and healthy 

and contribute to the growth of our nation. 

Exercises are really important for students and therefore nowadays in every school and 

colleges, special classes are organized for physical exercises. Sometimes highly trained 

professionals also visit the schools and colleges to teach the students the physical exercises. 

Exercises for students are as important as their studies. 

 

Physical exercise training opportunities are also nowadays offered in offices to provide rest 

to the mind of the workers of their organization and to make them work without feeling any 

stress. Exercises are of great use to us. 

 

To succeed in life both mental and physical development is important. Therefore exercises 

are really important for the overall development in one’s life. One should maintain a balance 

between his work, rest, and exercises. 

The Conventional Image 

     Nishka Mishra 

     Class XII 

 

We live in a society, 

A society that encourages us to be and love who we are  

Yet it lays down paths everyone must follow  

 It lays down lines, thoughts and words every soul must deliver  

While pouring judgement and disapproval on the ones who differ  

 

We live in a community,  

A community which encourages us to paint and create our own life 

But places blue in front of the boys  

Pink in front of the girls  

Never once realizing, the inequalities towards which it swirls 

 

You see, 



Men must always be strong 

And if ever an argument arises, they have to be wrong  

Her wants and desires must always be above his  

He must never stand up for himself, however wrong she is  

 

As for the youth, 

The fair, masculine, tall and good featured are to be taken into account 

For who cares about the skinny, the sincere, the short or the stout 

And boys must never ever cry  

After all, the pain can easily be covered up with a simple lie  

 

Ironically,  

Girls aren’t meant to shout  

Neither should they scream 

Silent as pretty porcelain dolls  

They must be nice, even as the world around them falls  

 

Fourthly,  

A woman must always dream of marriage  

And say not a word as her work her in-laws disparage, 

Wives must be the ones good at housework 

And if they cook, well that’s a perk  

 

Do you see the ruin towards which we are heading?  

Do you see the toxicity these false perceptions are bringing? 

India was always meant to be a country of goodness and diversities 

When did we get reduced to a nation of repetitive atrocities?  

And so as I reach the end, I urge you this  

Embrace all cultures, differences, and hypes 

Don’t just measure up to being one of India’s stereotypes  



 

 

 

 


